By Larry Kelly
OKLAHOMA CITY — Assistant District Attorney Stanley Pearce unveiled a strategy the agency was using to convict three of the five defendants accused of the 1978 raid on Fila 79, who is accused of the Sept. 9 robbery involving police money. The trial ended in a hung jury.

Pearce released information to the media during the trial Friday that shows the first-degree murder defendant died in a motor vehicle accident in 1978.

During pretrial hearings and motions filed in the murder case, defense attorneys contended that Nazari could not remember anything about the event.

But during a police interview with Nazari, the defendant admitted he had heard about the robbery and was trying to put it in the back of his mind.

Pearce also told the court the plan to have Nazari tested for a polygraph examination of a voice broadcast over police telephone after Nazari allegedly left the robbery scene.

The defendant was arbitrated by Judge Carmen C. Harris under defense attorney to declare if they were going to prove their case on an insanity defense.

However, the district judge ruled to delay testimony to 9 a.m. Friday to allow more time for the strategy at this time.

Pearce also told the court about the decision to have Nazari tested for a polygraph examination of a voice broadcast over police telephone after Nazari allegedly left the robbery scene.

But during the police interview with Nazari, the defendant admitted he had heard about the robbery and was trying to put it in the back of his mind.
Reagan Gains More

By United Press International

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Ronald Reagan’s popularity soared to new heights Monday, according to three opinion polls released Monday.

The polls showed that Reagan’s approval rating hit 67 percent, up from 63 percent last month. The surveys also found that most Americans agreed with his economic policies.

In one survey, conducted by the Roper Organization, 67 percent of those polled said they approved of Reagan’s handling of the economy. Only 30 percent disapproved.

The president’s popularity has been building since last year, when he announced a $1 trillion tax cut and called for a balanced budget. Reagan has also been popular with Congress, which has passed most of his tax and spending proposals.

Motion Filed Again

By United Press International

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Supreme Court Monday declined to hear a case involving the rights of a woman who was working as a prostitute.

The court’s action means that a lower court ruling in favor of the woman will stand. The lower court had ruled that the woman could not be forced to work as a prostitute because of her gender.

Prison Officials Ordered To Appear

By United Press International

OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI) - The Oklahoma Department of Corrections will appear before a state legislative committee to explain its policies on prisoner deaths and reformations.

The department has been criticized in recent months for the high rate of prisoner deaths in its facilities. The agency has not been able to explain why so many inmates are dying in its custody.

Carter Win ‘Complete’

By United Press International

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Jimmy Carter on Monday declared his victory in the presidential election complete, saying he had received enough votes to win.

Carter made the announcement after receiving more than 49 percent of the vote, according to preliminary totals. He said his margin of victory would be enough to ensure his re-election.
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No Relief For Farmers

There is no way of telling how long the relief is going to last, with the farmer in mind. The relief may be just a temporary measure.

Robert Walters

Balancing Budget Within Our Grasp

The Swiss Atomic Deal

The Center of Europe

Swiss Atomic Deal

The Swiss Atomic Deal

Billy Graham

A Little Recession Would Be A Relief

Art Buchwald

Probe Makes Sense

Washington — The Directors announced that the forecast of business conditions in the future is going to be much more favorable.

Jack Anderson

'Sanford' Childish

Paul Newman, star of 'Sanford and Son', has been accused of childish behavior on the set of the show. The actor is known for his unpredictable behavior off-screen.

Gary Deeb

Floods Hit Tennessee

The floods in Tennessee have caused massive damage and displacement. The government is providing aid to those affected by the floods.

Voice Of The People

Bab To Gas Tax

The Bab To Gas Tax proposal has been met with mixed reactions. Some support it, while others believe it is unfair.
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- "Looking for a Good Time?"
- "The Lost Art of Writing"
- "The Future of Medicine"
- "The Art of Persuasion"
Northwest Christian Plans Pippin Concert

Northwest Christian Church will present the 17th annual production of "Pippin," which opened on Friday night to enthusiastic reviews. Jennifer McKeon, the female lead, said, "I'm really excited to be a part of this production." The play continues through Saturday.

Choirs Slate Easter Cantata

The Wesley Church, located at 7th and Broadway, will be holding their annual Easter Cantata. The Cantata will feature music by various choirs from local churches. The event is free to the public and will take place on Good Friday, April 19th.

United Parcel Files Request

United Parcel Service has filed a request with the Oklahoma Corporation Commission to increase its rates. The company claims that the increase is necessary due to rising fuel costs and other operational expenses. The commission is expected to make a decision on the request in the coming months.

Shrine Circus Opens

The Oklahoma Shrine Circus will open on Friday, April 19th, at the state fairgrounds. The circus will feature a variety of acts, including clowns, acrobats, and elephants. The event is free to the public and will run through Sunday, April 21st.

Disaster Strikes

John's Furniture

John's Furniture is offering a 25% savings on entire stock included. This offer is valid only on Saturday and Sunday.

Insurance Clearance

Immediate insurance clearance must be emptied now! Sale includes sofas, love seats, chairs, dining room sets, bedroom sets, living room sets, and more. Entire store must be emptied now.

Cut Won't Affect State

The Oklahoma State Board of Health has approved a hair cut proposal that would allow barbers to continue to cut hair. The proposal was opposed by some groups, but the board ruled that cutting hair was not a public health concern.

No Place for Vandalism

City Police are investigating a recent act of vandalism that occurred on Main Street. According to police, the act of vandalism was a spray paint attack on a local business.

Stores Shipped with Care

Ol's Place, a local furniture store, has announced that it will begin shipping furniture with care. The company has invested in new shipping equipment and is promising to deliver furniture in perfect condition.

Indian Symposium To Begin

The Indian Symposium will begin on Saturday, April 20th, at the city library. The symposium will feature papers on various aspects of Indian culture.

Duck Spends Night In Jail

A duck that got loose from a local pond spent the night in the city jail. The duck was found wandering around the city on Friday night.

Radio System May Get Aid

The city council is considering funding for a new radio system for the police department. The system would replace the current system, which is outdated and unreliable.
NCAA Begins Final Countdown

Tulsa Goalie Loses Cool, Loses Game

Dallas, Tex.—Oklahoma goalkeeper Mike Woodruff said he had a nervous stomach the last week. But he especially had reason to be nervous Wednesday night when the Sooners met the University of Tulsa in the Big Eight tournament.

The Sooners were winning 3-0 in the first half, and Tulsa was having a tough time scoring. Woodruff was so nervous he said he was already convinced he would lose his job.

"I've really been under a lot of pressure recently," Woodruff said. "I've been working on a new style of play and really haven't had the chance to practice as much as I would like." The Tulsa coach was quoted as saying he had been concerned about Woodruff's performance in goal and had been planning to use a different goalie in the second half.

Woodruff had been the starting goalie for the Sooners in their past two games, and the Tulsa coach had been critical of his performance. The Tulsa coach was quoted as saying he had been considering using a different goalie in the second half to see if he could improve the team's chances of winning.

Woodruff was quoted as saying he was determined to prove himself and that he would do everything he could to overcome his nerves. He was quoted as saying he was confident he could turn things around and that he would do whatever it took to win the game for the Sooners.

Cowboys' Landry Speaks To FCA

Joey Landry, a starting guard for the University of Oklahoma football team, spoke to the Fellowship of Christian Athletes at the Oklahoma University gymnasium Thursday afternoon.

Landry was quoted as saying he had been impressed with the FCA's efforts to promote athletics and the spiritual growth of athletes.

"I think the FCA is doing a great job," Landry said. "It's really important for athletes to have a strong faith and to live their lives in a way that is pleasing to God." Landry was quoted as saying he had been attending FCA meetings for several years and had been impressed with the organization's efforts to promote spiritual growth among athletes.

The FCA is a national organization that is dedicated to promoting the spiritual growth of athletes through the ministry of Jesus Christ. The FCA has chapters at over 1,600 colleges and universities across the United States.

Cowboys Begin Drills

The Oklahoma State University football team began practice for the upcoming season on Thursday.

The Cowboys were quoted as saying they were excited to start the new season and that they were looking forward to the challenge of competing against some of the nation's top teams.

"I think we have a really good chance to have a great season," the Cowboys said. "We have a lot of talent and a lot of experience on our team, and I think we can compete with any team in the country." The Cowboys were quoted as saying they were looking forward to the challenge of preparing for the season and that they were committed to giving their all on the field.

The Cowboys were quoted as saying they had been working hard in the off-season to improve their skills and that they were looking forward to the start of the season. They were quoted as saying they were excited to see how the team would perform and that they were committed to giving their all on the field.
Falcons Overcame Obstacles To Take Title

John Martin

On Preps

The controversy didn't stop until it reached the Super Bowl. Now that the flame has burned itself out, the fans of the Falcons can celebrate their team's title. The Falcons' journey was not an easy one, but they persevered and emerged victorious.

John Martin

LPGA Results

Moreland's Blast Lifts Phils To 11-7 Victory

From Journal News

Moreland's blast lifted the Phils to a 11-7 victory over the Cardinals. The game was a roller coaster, with both teams scoring runs in the early innings. However, Moreland's powerful hit in the bottom of the 5th inning put the game out of reach for the Cardinals.

Griffith Follows In Magic Steps

Strange, Hale Tied

Stacy Zooms Ahead

In LPGA Pro-Am

Mr. Baked Potato

Saale Named Newton

Foe In Title Bout

The championship game was a hard-fought battle, with both teams pushing their limits. In the end, Saale emerged as the victor, securing the title for his team.

Wooden Says Keep Game In Perspective

The championship game was an exciting event, with Wooden urging players to keep the game in perspective.

Mr. Baked Potato

The game was a close one, with the Mr. Baked Potato team just edging out their opponents. The victory was a testament to their hard work and dedication.
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Hints From Heloise

Making Newspaper 'Logs'

Dear Heloise:

I need help organizing my newspaper logs. How do I keep track of all the papers I've ordered and when I received them? Can you recommend any software or tools for this task?

Sincerely,
[Name]

Dear [Name],

Organizing newspaper logs can be a bit tricky, but I have a few suggestions that might help. First, consider using a spreadsheet program like Microsoft Excel or Google Sheets. You can create a new sheet and list the newspapers, dates of receipt, and other relevant information. This will allow you to easily sort and filter the data as needed.

Alternatively, you might want to consider using a database software like Microsoft Access or FileMaker Pro. These programs are more advanced and allow for more complex data management, which might be useful if you have a large collection of logs.

Another option is to use a physical notebook or binder to file your logs. You can create sections for each newspaper and write down the dates and other details. This method is more traditional, but it can be very effective if you prefer a paper-based system.

I hope these suggestions help you organize your newspaper logs. If you have any further questions, feel free to ask.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
Breastfeeding Fireman Happy

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) - The Washington, D.C. Fire Department has agreed to allow a member of the department to breastfeed her baby during work hours, a first for the department.

"I was ecstatic," said Firefighter Jane Doe, who was granted the leave. "I can't believe it. I was so happy when they said yes." The department had previously denied requests for paid maternity leave for firefighters.

Four Senators Endorse Reagan

WASHINGTON (AP) - Four Democratic senators have endorsed President Reagan for re-election, marking the first time that a Democrat has explicitly endorsed a Republican for the presidency.

"Reagan has shown himself to be a strong leader," said Senator John Doe. "He's got the country moving in the right direction." The endorsement comes as the campaign season heats up.

Sen. Kennedy Blasts Carter's Budget Cuts

WASHINGTON (AP) - Senator Ted Kennedy has criticized President Carter's proposed budget cuts, saying they will hurt the poor and the elderly.

"Carter's budget is a打着 the backs of the people," said Kennedy. "We can't afford to cut the programs that help the elderly and the poor." The debate over the budget continues to dominate the campaign.

USS Documents Charge Unfair Price Competition

WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S. Department of Justice has charged the USS shipyard with unfair price competition, saying they charged the government more for parts than they charged private companies.

"The USS shipyard has been acting like a private company," said Assistant Attorney General John Doe. "They've been charging the government more than the private sector." The case is being closely watched as a test of federal antitrust laws.

Protection Ordered Against Terrorists

WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal authorities have ordered the U.S. Marshal's Service to protect a number of individuals who have received threats from terrorists.

"We take these threats very seriously," said Marshal John Doe. "We will do whatever it takes to protect these individuals." The order comes as tensions increase in the wake of recent terror attacks.

2 Survive Bridge Jump

WASHINGTON (AP) - Two individuals who had jumped from a bridge onto a river have been rescued and are in critical condition.

"They were hanging off the side of the bridge," said Firefighter Jane Doe. "They were freezing and hypothermic." The rescue operation was praised as a remarkable achievement.

Military Stockpile Possible

WASHINGTON (AP) - The State Department has proposed a new military stockpile program, saying it is necessary to maintain a strong defense.

"We must keep our military strong," said Secretary of State John Doe. "We cannot afford to let our guard down." The proposal has drawn mixed reactions from military experts.

Formula Recalled

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Food and Drug Administration has recalled a formula for infants after reports of contamination.

"The formula was contaminated," said FDA Commissioner John Doe. "We have recalled it to ensure the safety of our consumers." The recall comes just days after similar incidents.

Sunrise On D.C.

The sun rises behind the U.S. Capitol as the nation wakes up to a new day.

"We have a lot to look forward to," said President John Doe. "We are a nation of hope and opportunity." The sunrise marks the beginning of a new chapter.

Most Victims Identified

WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S. Justice Department has identified most of the victims of the latest terrorist attack.

"We are still working to identify all the victims," said Attorney General John Doe. "But we have made significant progress." The investigation continues.

Gottcha

A roadblock is set up to prevent vehicles from entering a restricted area.

"We are keeping the area secure," said Police Chief Jane Doe. "We will not tolerate any interference." The roadblock is a rare sight.

Three Killed In St. Louis

ST. LOUIS (AP) - Three people were killed in a shooting in St. Louis, police said.

"It was a tragic incident," said Police Chief Jane Doe. "We are investigating." The shooting is the latest in a series of violent incidents in the city.

Byrd Calls For Restraint

WASHINGTON (AP) - Senator James Byrd has called for restraint in the face of recent violence.

"We must stay calm," said Byrd. "We cannot allow our emotions to get the best of us." The call for restraint comes as tensions rise.

3MI Residents Are Edgy

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Residents of the 3MI neighborhood are edgy after a recent series of violent incidents.

"We're on high alert," said Neighbor John Doe. "We don't feel safe in our own home." The community is banding together to confront the problem.

23.2.18

The number of cases has reached 23.2.18.

Military Dancer Hurt

WASHINGTON (AP) - A military dancer has been injured in a training accident, the Department of Defense said.

"We are devastated by this," said Defense Secretary John Doe. "We will do everything we can to help her." The incident is being investigated.

MilitaryStockpilePossible

WASHINGTON (AP) - The State Department has proposed a new military stockpile program, saying it is necessary to maintain a strong defense.

"We must keep our military strong," said Secretary of State John Doe. "We cannot afford to let our guard down." The proposal has drawn mixed reactions from military experts.

Male Dancer Hurt

WASHINGTON (AP) - A male dancer has been injured in a recent accident, the Department of Defense said.

"We are deeply concerned," said Defense Secretary John Doe. "We will do everything we can to help him." The incident is being investigated.
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3 Men Arraigned In Video Fraud

'Alamo' Group In Jail

National Guard Called

Afghan, Iran 'Friendship' Sought

5,000 Deaths Reported
SALE NOW IN PROGRESS!

THE Bolen
AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS
are having
The Biggest Used Car Sale
Of The Year!!!

All Cars Subject To Prior Sale

Mercedes-Benz

Sports Cars

Domestics

Economy Cars
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SALE ENDS MONDAY, MAR. 24

Bolen IMPORTS

11225 N. Robinson • 323-2124

Bolen IMPORTS

1117 N. Robinson • 235-1115

THE Bolen

OLDSMOBILE

1233 N. Broadway • 233-0247

3 Convenient Downtown Locations